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This paper shows that the cost of iliquidity is not (positiveley) priced over all months in the 

Spanish continuous auction system where Iiquidity is provided in the absence of market makers. 
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not significant) and at the 10 per cent level it seems to be significantly higher than the liquidity 
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conclude that, independently of the market trading mechanism, the behavior of the relationship 

between the bid-ask spread and stock retums is rather similar. 
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l. Introduction 

Traditionalliterature on asset pricing has paid relatively little attention to basic relations 

between market microstructure and stock prices. Both at the theoretical and empirical 

levels, papers presenting an explicit link between these two crucial aspects of the finance 

literature are rather rareo Of course, there are very important exceptions. In their seminal 

work on asset pricing and the bia-ask spread, Ami.hud and Mendelson (A&M) (1986) 

develop a model with rational investors in whi~h securities with larger bid-ask spreads are . 
priced in such a way that their expected returns are higher. Moreover, A&M report 

empirical evidence which seems to be clearly consistent with their theoretical model. This 

paper has had a tremendous impact on asset pricing. The most intriguing aspect of the 

paper is probably its ability to explain the size effect. In fact, A&M, using portfolios of 

New York Stock Exchange stocks during the 1961-80 period, provide a rational argument 

to explain the size effect. They show how the positive spread-return relationship persists 

even after firm size is added as an explanatory variable. In a closely related paper, Amihud 

and Mendelson (1989) report further evidence consistent with a strong and positive 

relationship between the bid-ask spread and average retums. 

Surprinsingly, researche:s have for a long time accepted tire empirical evidence of 

A&M without questioning either their portfolio formation strategy or their data 

requirements. RecentIy, however, Eleswarapu and Reinganum (E&R) (1993) point out that 

the A&M selection criteria to inelude firms in their pooled cross-section and time series 

rnethodology explain their results as an artifact of a seriously limited sample rather than as a 

consequence of a true positive spread-expected return relationship. It turns out that the 

empirica! evidence of E&R suggest a very strong seasonal component of the liquidity 

premium. They document that, duringthe 1961-90 period, the liquidity premium is only 

positive and significantly different from zero in Januaryl . In fact, they find evidence which 

suggests that the liquidity premium is negative in months other than January. Final1y, and 

in contrast to A&M, the size elTcct is signiricant e\'en arter cOnlrolling for the bid-ask 

sprcad. Unfortunatcly, this paper confronts financial economists \\"ith a nc\\" and peculiar 

puzzlc. It is not clcar at a1l \\"hy the liquidity premium is POSili\·c in January and (basical1y) 

ncgalÍYc in olhcr monlhs. 

At thc same limc, il is intcresling lO poinl out lhal l11icrostructurc litcralure has 

'They repon sinúlar evidcllcc for lhe 1981·90 subpcriod. 
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experienced enonnous development during the last decade. In particular. the information

based models ofKyle (1985) and Glosten and Milgrom (1985) emphasize the infonnation 

content of trading. Hence. adverse selection becomes the driving force of the empírical 

Iiterature of microstructure. Trus proví~es<a new and natural way of exploring the relevance 

of market microstructure in d~termining stock retums. This is precisely the strategy 

followed by Brennan and Subrahmanyam (B&S) (~994). Following Glosten and Harris 

(1988) and Fosfer and Yiswanathan (1993). B&S isqlate the adverse selection component 

of market illiquidity, and test whether the compensation fOl: adverse selection represents an 

important portion of expected returns. Their evidence suggests a positive and significant 

relationship between their measure of the cost of illiquidity and average returns. However. 

their results. as in E&R, are basically due to the strong seasonality in the compensation for 

adverse selection. As in the previously reported evidence. the only significant positive 

premium corresponds to January. Moreover. there are significant negative coefficients 

associated with April and December. At the same time, the usual bid-as k spread variable 

has additional negative explanatory power in the regressions even after controlling for the 

adverse selection component 

Given our lack of understanding of the relationship hetween asset pricing and market 

microstructure. further research is clearly justified. It is al so the case that all previous 

papers have been done within the context of the New York Stock Exchange. This implies 

that our empirical evidence is limited to a continuous market under the presence of market 

makers. It is rather surprising that the relationship between average returns and measures of 

liquidity (or illiquidity) has not been analyzed in markets with different institutional trading 

arrangements such as the París Bourse or the Tokyo Stock Exchange. 

In this papero we use data from thecontinuous Spanish Stock Exchange auction market 

to study the liquidity premium on asset pricing. It seems clear that evidence from other 

countries may provide us with a more precise understanding of the relationship bet\\'een 

assct pricing and marker microstructurc. Also, the faet that the Spanish market is a 

continuous auetion systcm may help to cO\'Ct the cxis~ing gap in litcraturc rcgarding lhe !ack 

of rcscarch. \\'ithin markets in ihe absencc of dealcrs, related to the imp0rlant:e of the 

liquidity prcmium in asset pricing. 

This papcr cmploys t\\'o distinct mcthods to analyze the hquidity premium. A traditionai 

t",o-stco cross-sectional rc!!rcssion ís first uscd in order lO stud\' lhe rclationshlp bet\\<ccn.... . 
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expected retums and tbe bid-ask spread. Moreover. tbis framework is also employed to 

investigate potential seasonalities in tbe liquidity premium. It sbould also be noticed tbat 

previous literature tends to identify bigber (Iower) liquidity witb smaller (larger) bid-ask 

spreads. It must be recalled tbat liquidity effects are unambiguous only wben we observe a 

spread increase (decrease) and a.simultaneous deptb decrease (increase) 2 
• For tbis reason. 

our tests incorporate botb bid-ask spread and deptb~as explanatory variables in tbe well 

known two-step cross-~ectionál regressions. 

In order to analyze tbe robustness of our results. we also employ a GLS pooled cross. 
section and time series regressions framework. Tbese results are also adjusted for tbe 

Fama-French lisk f actors. estimated f or tbe Spanisb markef . 

Our empiricaI evidence. independently of the metbod employed. suggests tbat liquidity 

as measured by tbe bid-ask spread (or bid-ask spread and deptb) is not positively and 

significantly priced in tbe Spanisb market In fact. the coefficients associated witb tbe bid

ask spread tend to be negative. On tbe otber bando as in tbe New York Stock Excbange. we 

find evidence of a seasonal bebavior in tbe liquidity premium. It sbould finally be 

mentioned tbat tbe portfolios formed to mimic tbe Fama-Frencb factors capture strong 

common variation in stock retums. However. as witb otber models. wben confronted witb 

multivariate statistic3 tbey are sbown not to be sufficient to clearly account for the cross

section of expected returns witbin tbe Spanisb market. In our multivariate statistical 

framework, tbe pricing evidence regarding the Fama-Frecb factors is not conclusive. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes tbe main institutional 

arrangements of tbe Spanisb continuous market system. In Section 3, our data and tbe 

general characteristics of tbe portfolios employed in tbe researcb are discussed. Tbe 

empiricaI results based on tbe traditional two-step cross-sectional approach are reported in 

Section 4. In Section S, we present tbe results obtained under tbe altemative GLS pooled 

cross-section and time series metbod. Moreover. \Ve also inc1ude sorne mean-variance 

cfficiency tests using the Generalized Method of Moments (GMM) statistics, and the Fama

French risk factors. Finally, \Ve .summarize. our resl:llts and pro\'ide some conclusions in 

Seclion 6. 

2 Depth understood as the number of shnres a\"ailable on each side ol' the markct. See Lec. }'luck1ow. and 

Rcad)' (1993), and Rubio and Tapia (1995) l'or a detailed unruysis. 

;) See Fama and Frellch (1993). 
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2. Sorne Background on the Spanish Equity Market 

Trading mechanisms for equities present altemative characteristics around the world. In 


general. trading systems can be classified into batch markets and continuous markets. In 


this paper. we are concemed with a continuous market where a transaction takes place 


whenever two orders are matched. It is well known that tbis mechanism provides 


continuous price information throughout the period in which the market is open. Moreover. 

~ 

continuous markets are either deaJ.er markets or auction markets. Of course. in a dealer 


market. tbe trading mechanism is driven by prices with exchange-designated specialists 
. 
providing liquidity to the market. Ask and bid prices and the number of shares available at 

each quote are offered simultaneously by market makers. It is also the case that specialists 

are obliged to maintain a limit order book containing Úle public's limit orders. In the auction 

system. public trading orders are directly matched against one another. These are markets 

driven by orders. In 1989, the Spanish Stock Exchange became a continuous auction 

system by adopting the computer assisted trading system (CATSt. The public's limit 

orders are displayed in a computer file. In this way, execution against limit orders left on 

the computerized book is allowed by the trading mechanism. By monitoring available bids 

and offers on the book, stock exchange agencies (brokers) can execute upcoming orders 

against an existing bid or offer. Altematively, they can introduce a new sale or purchase 

order. Thus, public limit orders represent the available bids and offers. In this sense. the 

analogue of the bid-ask spread on the continuous auction system is the spread between the 

best buy and selllimit orders outstanding at any given time. Even without a market maker 

,,,'ho continuously establishes quotes, it is the case that when an in\'estor tries to sell any 

amount of stock, he gets a lower price than the price he has to pay to buy it. In a 

continuous auction market, agents or speculators trying to absorb temporary imbalances of 

supplyand demand to make a profit wiII require a premium from buyers and impose an 

additional compensation on sellers. At the same time, we know that in a mechanism driven 

.. The TOrolllO Slock Exchangc fírsl adoptcd Ihis syslCIll in 1977. Thc Tokyo Stock Exehmlgc ,Uld Ihe Ptl.t-i~ 

Bourse are ruso cxamples of Ihis Iype of tr~ding mechallislll. Hrun:lo and Hnsbrouck (1995) ruld Biais. HilJiOll, 

and Spatt (1994) present a detailed descriptioll of lhe dynrunics of tradcs and quotes for bo!h markets. Tlley also 

discuss lhe general illSlilulionaJ charncteristics of tiJcsc markels. Glostcll (l99"¡') pl"ovidc:> illl illmlysis of Ihc 

nnturc of cquilihrium of illl idcalizcd clcclronic o¡A!ulim.i1 order book illld hQW il competes a~aillst otller mct]¡ods 

of excha.llging sccurilies. 
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by prices, dealers sellhe spread lo prOlect themselves from traders with better informed 

individuals. Dealers expect lo lose on average to better informed traders and gain on 

average from transactions with uninformed traders. The same reasoning applies lo 

continuous auction markets throughout the establishment of public limit orders. 

The 10t market is the most ~epresentative way of trading in the Spanish continuous 

auction system. Priority for crossing a transaction is determined by price. Ifprices tum out. 
to be equal, then priority is given 10 the arrival time of the order. Lots are indivisible sets of 

25,50 or 100 shares depending on whether the c10síng price of the security during the . 
previous session is aboye 5,000 pesetas, between 1,001 and 5,000 pesetas. or below 

1,001 pesetas. The mini~um price variation is 10,5 or 1 peseta for lots of 25,50 or 100 

shares. The maximum price variation is 5 per cent for the opening price. and an additional 

10 percent f or the regular session. 

During the sample period employed in this study, market and limit orders represent 

basicalIy the total number of orders in the marketS 
• As expected, limit orders are the 

dominant type of order in the Spanish continuous mechanism. From 1991 to 1994. they 

represent 89.5 percent of all orders sent 10 the market. It may be useful to point out that 

84.7 percent of limit orders prevail for one day. and that 44.7 per cent of aIl orders are 

actu<llIy crossing operations. AIso, 46 per cent of all orders are introduced in the market 

during the first two hours of trading. Again, from 1991 lo 1994, the intraday number of 

orders and transactions present the well known U-shape of trading volume. 

The Spanish continuous market is a highly concentrated market. The ten most traded 

securities represent approximately 60 per cent of all trading volume. On the other hand, 91 

percent of aH stocks in the continuous market havc a daily trading frequency of 85 per cent. 

The Spanish market is becoming increasingly important within the European market In 

1994. the total trading volume of the Spanish continuous market was just 2.6 per cent of 

the New York Stock Exchange and 6.2 per cent of the London Stock Exchange. However. 

it rcachcd 32.2 per cent of the Paris Bourse. These percentages have been steadily 

incrcasing during the last three years. 

~ :\tarket ordcrs are lo be execulcd ínullcdialcJy al lhe bcst a\'ailnhlc pocc. whereas limit ordcrs are orders to 

buy or sell al a spccified price. There exislS a llúrd lype of order calh:d "on stop". TIlcy are ordcrs which will be 

sent lo the markct conditional on being executed al lhe proposed price. 
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3. Data 

The data employed in this paper areobtained from two sources. The first set consists 

of daily elosing transaction pri~es for 70 companies traded on the continuous Spanish 

market from April 19. 1990 through October 18, 1994' . This daily data sel is used to 

ca1culate continuously ?ompounded weekly retums ~djusted for dividends and changes of 

capital structure for each stock in the samplei
• At the Same time, this data set contains the . 

total number of shares traded in each stock during each day of the sampling periodo We 

also have the number of shares outstanding for each stock at the end of each year from 

1989 to 1993. The market retum employed is the Madrid Stock Exchange Index which is a 

value-weighted portfolio where the weights are based on the market value of each asset at 

the end of the previous year for wruch the index is calculated. 

The second data sel consists of the average of the five best daiIy prices available for 

both purchases (the ask) and sales (the bid) for the same 70 stocks from December 20, 

1990 through October 18, 1994. As we have already pointed out under the adverse 

selection argumento if the probability that sorne traders have ínsider information has 

increased, liquidity providers may react by either increasing the bid-ask spread or by 

diminishing lhe number of shares available on each side of the market (depth). Fortunately. 

our data contain lhe number of shares available al each price, again as the average of lhe 

five best selling and buying positions in the market. Finally, this data set ineludes the 

number of transactions for each of the 70 stocks during each day of the sampling periodo 

Several filters are run on the data in order to eliminate potential data erros. 

This information is employed to calculate two daily liquidity characteristics for each of 

the 70 stocks. The relative spread is the peseta bid-ask spread divided by the average of the 

bid and ask prices. The depth is the sum o[ the shares available at ask and the shares 

a.\'ailable at bid, 

The empírical results reponed in the next t\\'o se~tions of the paper are obtained on the 

basis of both indi"idual securitics and 16 port[olios sortcd by rclati\'c sprcad and sizc. \Ve 

6 l11is sample rcprcscnts more tlHUl 90 pcrccnl of 101:11 trading ,"oJume al .U1)" limc during lhc sampliug 

Ix:riod. 

7 Weekly retums are calculatcd using cIosing priccs from Friday to Friday. 
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now explain the portfolio fonnation strategy and their general characteristics. 

For each week of the sampling periad, from January 1991 to October 19948 
• we get 

the average of the daily relative spread of each security during the previous three months to 

the reference week9
• The 70 stocks are.ranked according to their average relative spread at 

the end of the previous week foro which portfolio retums will be calculated, and 4 portfolios 

with approximately the same number of assets ~are obtained. Thus, the individual 

components of each po~folio éhange every week. 

Oiven that we want to allow for variation in size tllat ¡s.unrelated to relative spread. we 

subdivide each spread sorted portfolio into 4 portfolios. with approximately the same 

number of securities, on the basis of their market value at the end of the year preceding the 

portfolio fonnation strategy. In the end. this procedure )ields a total of 16 equally-weighted 

portfolios with 198 weekly retums. Moreover, the value of the relative spread for each 

portfolio is taken as the equally-weighted average of the individual relative spreads. 

TabIe 1 contains the summary statistics for the 16 portfolios sorted by relative spread 

and size. SP1Sl ineludes the stocks with the smallest market capitalization within the group 

with the largest relative spread. and SP4S4 contains the stocks with the Iargest market 

value within the group of assets with the smallest relative spread.. 

Until 1990, the Spanish stock market was characterized by a strong size effect. and the 

usual January seasonal 1o
• The first aspect to be noticed in Table 1 is the seemingly reversed 

size effect for the perlad January 1991 to October 1994. Total retums tend to indicate that 

large firms obtain. on average, higher returns than small firms. In fact. the average retum 

of portfolio SP4S4 is approximately 20 per cent per year. This is the largest average retum 

among all 16 porüolios. However. its beta does not seem to suggest that is particularly 

high relative to other portfolios. On the contrary. and independently of the method 

employed to estimate betas, its beta tends to be rather low. 

A second aspect of interest is that. within each relatiye spread portfolio. there does not 

• We have a total of 198 n-eeks. 

1 \Ve only ha\'e reliable bid-ask spre.~d data from the last week of Dccember 1990, TIlis implies IItat lhe 

average rclative spread for Úle fírst weeks of 1991 reprcscnt un 3\'cmge calculated O\'er h:ss 1han three mOllÚlS bul 

wi1h llil incrcased llumber of data poillts. 

'0 Sec Rubio (1988 and 1995) ¡Uld Sentana (1995a llild 1995b). On lhe othcr h:U1d. BaSlUTatc lUld Rubio 

(199..1-) fílld e\'idcnce consistent with lhe lax-)oss sclling hypothcsis as :Ul exphUlatioll of lhe bcha\'ior of ¡bc 

market during November-December and January, 

. . 
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seem to be a clear relationship between relative spread and market value. Unexpectedly, 

within each spread group, relative spread does not decrease with size. It is aIso interesting 

to observe the existence of companies with relatively large market value and with very high 

relative spread. 

Table 1 also contains three ~ets of beta estimates for the 16 portfolios, The first beta 

reported is the usuál OLS estimation with weekly re!ums, Given that these beta estimates 

may contain estimation ~rrors related to infrequent traging, betas are also estimated with the 

method proposed by Fowler and Rorke (F-R) (1983)', In particular. the betas reported in 

Table 1 are given by: 

.. ( 1 + PI + P2 ) ( 1 + 2 PI + P2 ) 
plim ~i = (1 + 2 PI + 2 P2 ) ~i+2 + (1 + 2 PI + 2 P2 ) ~i+l + ~iO 

+ 	 (1 + 2 PI + P2 ) ~i-I + (1 + PI + P2) ~i-2 
( 1 + 2 PI + 2 P2 ) ( 1 + 2 PI + 2 P2 ) (1) 

where ~i(+I-}t are the beta estimates from a multiple OLS regression of the portfolio 

retums on the market retum with different lags and leads", and P't is the serial correlation 

coefficients for the market indexo 

As expected, the ne\v estimates tend to increase the portfolio betas in all cases except 

for portfolios with the smallest relative spread and largest size. In these cases, the F-R 

estimates tend to be lower than the OLS estimates. 

Finally, from our original database. we also calculate quarterly returns. These new 

returns are used to obtain a third set of beta estimates. The coefficients reported in the last 

column of Table 1 are based on an OLS regression of quarterly portfolio returns on the 

market quarterly retums. As before wilh the F-R mcthodology. these estimales tend to be 

higher than the OLS beta estim~les. The th'ree sets of betas will be employed in the next 

section in order lO peñorm our initial tests 011 the liquidity premium. 

11 \\'e did 1101 lry lo caIculatc lhc oplimal Ilumbcr or lcads llild lags by lhe Akaike spccifiC:ltioll test 

HOn'c\'er. our pre\'ious experience wilh lhis data suggests Úlat the number orlcads and lags ChOSCll is surficiCllt. 
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4. Tbe Traditlonal Cross-section Approach 

4.1 The Liquidity Premium 

AH previous papers investigating the liquidity p:emium have used portfolios in their 

regressions'l• However,_ this section of our paper empJoysindividuaI returns on the weekly 

cross-sectional regressions of the Fama-MacBeth <i973) type. It has been argued by 

different authors that empirical results are not always robust to alternative ways of 

aggregating individual datall
, 

In every week of the sampling period, we run a cross-sectional regression of individual 

stock returns on a constant, an estimation of beta, and the relative bid-ask spread of each 

finn t4
• As before, the relative spread of each asset is the average of the spread calculated 

over the three months previous to the week in which the cross-sectional regression is 

perfonned. 

As usual with this type of regressions. the main difficul ty líes on the beta estimate of 

the individual stocks. To avoid estimation errors of individual betas, we assign the full

period post-ranking betas of the 16 portfolios described in the previous section to each 

stock in the sample. In particular, stocks are assigned the beta of the portfolio they are in 

during the previous week for which the cross-sectional regressions are run IS. Note, of 

course, that this procedure does not imply that a stock's beta is constant. Stocks may move 

across portfolios according to changes in their relative spreads and market value. 

Moreover, gi ven that \Ve have three alternative sets or betas, our cross-sectionaI regressions 

are repeated to make sure that our empirical results are not sensitive to different beta 

estimation procedures. Following Kothari. Shanken, and Sloan (1995), it is important to 

12 TIle papcrs by Amihud and },[endelson (1986), EIeswnrapu llnd Reingalllllll (1993), ~Uld 13rclUlall alld 

Subrabmanyam (1994). 

1:S See. for example, Shanken alId Weir:stein (1991): Fama and French (992). alId Kothari. Shallken, and 

Sloan (1995). 

'''TIle salllple of stocks gocs frolll 59 sccurities al tllC bcgilUlÍng of tlle period to 70 stocks al tllt! end 01' lhe 

pcriod.1t should also be rcc.'uled thal we nm a second set 01' cross-sectional rcgrcssiollS WlllCh indude!' áCt)lh as 

an additionru cxplallatory variable. 

15 See Fama and French (1992), and KOlhari. Shallken, and SIOall (1995). 
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note that inferences from cross-sectional regressions of the type run in our paper can be 

affected by the retum-measurement interval employed to estimate betas. It is well known 

that true betas vary with the length of the interval used to calculate retums. In fact, Kothari. 

Shanken, and Sloan report different ~esults related to the ability of beta in explaining 

average retums than Fama and F~ench, when annual retoms are employed in the estimation 

of their betas. Given that our fuIl test period.is not l~ng enough to use annual retums, we 

¡ncrease the length of th~ interval from weekly retoms,to q1iarterly retums. 

The first type of cross-sectional regression we run ¡'s giv~n by: 

A 

Rit = Yo + Yl ~it + Y2 SPü + uü = 1 •...., N (2) 

where, 


Rit is the total retum of asset i in week t; 


YO is the retorn of the zero-beta portfolio (relative to the market portfolio); 


Yl is the market risk premium; 

A 

f3it is one of the three possible beta estimators described in Seétion 3; 

Y2 is the liquidity premium; 


SPit is the relative spread of asset i in week t, calculated as the average relative spread 


oyer the previous three months; 


and N is the number of individual assets available during each week. 


The cross-sectional regression given by equation (2) is performed for the 198 weeks 

available in our sample. The average coefficients provide standard Fama-MacBeth tests for 

analyzing which explanatory variables are, on average, priced in the Spanish continuous 

markct during the Janua!")' 1991 lO Octobcr 1994 pctioJ1ó. 

The second type of cross-seclional regressions. incorporates deplh as an additional 

cxplanatory vanable: 

le Contrary lo al! prcvious papers lisia,;! this mcthod. our stmld¡¡rd crrors 01' Ihe mcml 01' ...11 t1U'ce cocfficicnts 

.are robust lO betoroceda.sticity 3nd serial corrdation. 

10 
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'" 112·
Rit = YO + Yl ~it + Y2 SPit + Y3 DPit + Ujt ; 1 = 1 , .... , N (3) 

where now, DPit is the depth of each individual stock during week t calculated as the 

average over the previous three mo~ths. The idea is that variations in liquidity (or 

illiquidity) imply simultaneous ":I1d opposite changes in spread and depth. Thus, if there is 

a liquidity premium, the estim~tes of Yí and Y3 should be positive and negative 

respectively. This mar be an important reasoning wpich may explain previous failures 

when using the bid-ask spread alone in order to find a positive liquidity premium. 

Table 2 contains the empirica! results obtained with the regressions described aboye, 

and the three altemative full-perlad portfolio betas. Panel A reports the average coefficients 

ror the full test perlad from January 1991 to October 1994. Unfortunately, the results are 

completely disappointing. Moreover, \Ve are nol able to find any evidence of a positive 

liquidity premium independently of the regression employed or the estímate of beta 

incorporated in the regressions. 

The results show a positive and significant zero-beta retum, and a negative but non

significant market risk premium17
• In accordance with recent results in empirical finance . 

literature and previous analysis of the Spanish equity market, our regressions show that 

market beta does not help to explain the cross-sectional variation in stock retums in the way 

predicted by the traditional empirlcally implemented CAPM. As usual, this result may be a 

consequence of the correlation between the other explanatory variables included in the 

regressions and the true beta. Unfortunately, similar negati\'e estimations are found when 

beta mone is used to explain average retums. 

The results also show negati\'e coefficients associated with the relative spread variable 

of individual retums. None of the estimations is significantly different fram zero. In any 

case. lhese results are close to the findings of E&R and B&S for the US market lS • 

Moreover. contrary to our conjecture, the estimates of the liquidity prcmium do nol change 

when depth is included in the cross-sectional rcgressions. In faet, gi\'cn the cocfficients 

found in the second pass cross-s~ctional regressions", the potcntial economic inl1ucnce of 

111l1~ risk prcm.iulll estimated with qUJIlcrly bctas is Ilcgatin: alld signific:runl)" dilTcrcllt from zcro al the 10 

pcrccllt lc'"el. 

11 Sim.ilar ncgati\'c resuhs are obtaillcd whcn the rdath'c sprcad is ca1cu!¡¡lcd liS tbe m"cwgc rclativc spre<lJ 

over just tbe previous week 10 ¡he week in which lhe cross-seclional regressiolls are run, 
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the depth variable on retums is extremely low. 

It may be argued that the sampling period is too short to analyze the variability in the 

cross-section of average retums. This may be a reasonable explanation. On the other hand. 

ín Spain, beta has never been found tc? be significantly and positively related to average 

return. In addition, it should be r.ecalled that previous papers on the liquidity premium face 

serious problems regarding the availability·of bid-a~k spread data" . In this sense, our 

database is more precis~. This is particularly t~e caseJor the adverse seIection component . 
of the B&S paper, where this variable remains constant ov~r most of the period used in the 

research, and must be treated as an intertemporal constant. Finally, our interest is centered 

on the continuous Spanish auction market. In this sense, we must recognize that the 

historical data available is obviously short. 

Panel B reports the average coefficients of the cross-sectional regressions for the weeks 

in January. As expected, the results change dramatically. Independently of the beta 

employed in the estimations, the coefficients associated with beta and the relative spread 

become positive. The significance level of the market risk premium coefficient depends on 

the method used to estimate full-period betas. The most reliable estimate of the market risk 

premium is obtained when the Fowler-Rorke betas are introduc~d in the cross-sectional 

regressions. On the other hand, the liquidity premium for January is positive yet not 

statistically different from zero. The magnitude of the coefficients is fairly consistent across 

the alternative beta estimators, although it seems larger when \Ve use OLS weekly betas10
• 

Finally, the depth coefficients are always positive and higher than the estimations over the 

full test periodo As before, the coefficients are not statiscal1y different from zero. It is also 

interesting to point out the lack of consistency among the estimators of the zero-beta 

portfolio return. When we use quarterly returns betas and depth is not included in the 

regression, the zero-beta coefficient is positive,large, and significantly different from zero. 

In all other cases, its magnitude is much lower and not significantly different from zero. 

Panel e contains the cross-sec!Íonal results for months other than January. or cour5e, 

the rcsults are much on the tine oC lhe findings report~d in Panel A. The zero-bcla ponfolio 

.¡ In tlle papers of A&M and E&R the rclative spread for yenr t is the average 01' the beginning alld elld-of

~'car sl'reads in the prcceding ycar t·] . Also, the bid-ask prices uscd are the c10sing quoles 011 the dars cmploycd 

in tlle calculations. 

20 Jt should be recalled thal OLS betas prcscnt lcss vanaliolls w.:ross portfolios dum f-R b~tlls or quarterly 

rctums betas. 
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return is positive and significant for all beta estimators. Negative and significant 

coefficients of the market risk premium are consistently obtained. Investors. outside 

January. seem to be negatively compensated for accepting beta risk. This is clearly a 

disturbing resulto Unfortunately, however, we already know that this is not the only 

disappointing evidence. The liquidity premium tends to be consistenlly negative. although 

not statistically different from zero. 

In general our results. with the exception of Janúary. provide HUle support for . . 
traditional asset pricing models with or without inchiding a variable related to potential . 
liquidity effects on the market. Statistical differences between market behavior in Janaury 

and the rest of the year is fully investigated in the next section. 

4.2 The Seasonal Evidence 

Given the apparent differences in the behavior of our asset pricing model between 

January and months other than January, we formally test whether the coefficients 

associated with beta and the relative spread are statistically different between January and 

the rest of the year. 

The weekIy estimates of the cross-sectional regressions showrrin equations (2) and (3), 

'Yo- 11' 'Y2. and 13. are used as dependent variables in the following regressions: 

y jt = a + b Dt + (O jt ; j = O, 1, 2, 3 (4) 

where, D1is a dummy variable which is equal to 1 if the week beIongs to a non-January 

rnonth and O otherwise. In the regression aboye, a, represents the average of the Yj 

coefficient during January, and b is the difference between the rest of the year and January. 

As before, robust standard errors are employed to calculate the t-stalistics used in our 

i nf erences. 

Table 3 conmins the empirical results. Panel A presents lhe a\'erage coefficients and 

their differences ror the regress~on Wilh th'e rehlli\'e spread and beta, whercas Panel B 

ineludes the depth variable. The first three columns again repon the a"emge cocfficients ror 

January. Each column corresponds to :ln altcmalivc bela estimation method. The interesl of 

Table 3 líes in the 1ast three columns, where ",e repon the scusonal di1Tercnccs. 
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Statistical differences are found for the market risk premium and,less clearly, for the 

liquidity premium. As expected, given the previous empírical evídence on (he Spanish 

equity market 21 
, the risk premium is significantly higher in January than during the rest of 

the year. Hence, the behavior of the c~mpensation for beta risk has a significant seasonal 

component. At the same time, th,ere exislS sorne evidence of statistically different behavior 

of the liquidity pretnium between January and the res; of the year. In particular, when betas 

are estimated wlth OLS. weekly retums. and at the 1O.per cent level, the liquidity premium 

turns out to be statistically higher during January than i'n the rest of the year. Unfortunately • . 
averages assocíated with the liquidity premium are estimated with a considerable amount of 

noise. Therefore. the evi~ence of seasonal behavior in the liquidity premium is rather weak. 

Longer series of data are probably necessary before stronger conclusions can be reached. 

In any case, assuming that the liquidity premium does behave differently in January. it 

might be very difficult to find a reasonable explanation to this phenomenon. E&R do not 

offer any intuition or suggestion regarding this type of seasonality. In the Spanish case, an 

explanation could be related to tax-based trading behavior at the beginning of each year. 

Basarrate and Rubio (1994) present fairly conclusive evidence in favor of the ta"(..Ioss 

selling hypothesis. They are able to explain the strong size effect January seasonality in 

terms of the behavior of taxable investors. Again, the weak evidence regarding the 

seasonality of the liquidity premium might be closely related to tax-based trading. 

However, formal research would be needed before further conjectures. 

5. The Pooled Cross-section Time Series Analysis 

5.1 Fama-French Risk Factors and the Generalized Method of MomenlS Mean-Variance 

Efficiency Estimation 

It has been mentioned before that, in previous papers on the Spanish market, beta has 

nOl been found to be able to explain average retums, At the same time, mean-varian~e 

cfficiency of the most popular Spanish \'aluc-wci~llted index has bCCJ1 syslemalically 

rcjected. Both reasons suggest tl1at additional risk ractors should be included in a model 

whose objective is to accounl for the cross-scction \'ariation in expecled relurns. Gi\'en the 

recent proposa! of Fama and French (1992 and 1993) rcgarding a three nsk faclor model o( 

2' See Basarrale aIld Rubio (1990), 
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stock returns, this paper investigates the liquidity premium within the context of Fama

French f actors. 

In order to construct the Farna-French risk factors, we colleet the book value data for all 

70 companies included in our previously described database. We take the end-of-year book 

values from 1990 to 1993. Moreover, we take as given the evidence in Fama and French 

(1992) that book-to-market-equity (BPJME) plays a stronger role in explaining average 

returns. Hence, at the e~d of every year, we classify ~11 se'curities in our sample into three 

portfolios on BE/ME and two on market capitalization. The data needed to form these . 
port[olios are assumed to be known by the market at the end of May following the end of 

each year in which securities are sorted. This implies that the composition of these 5 

portfolios changes every June21
• 

As in Fama-French (1993), the first factor is the excess market return where the 

risk1ess rate of retum is given by the weekly repurchase agreement rates of the Treasury bill 

market. As before, the market return is the weekly rate o[ return of the Madrid Stock 

Exchange value-weighted indexo 

In order to obtain the size and BPJME [actors, we construct 6 portfolios (SL, SM, SH, 

BL, BM, BH) from our five initial portfolios, whose retums can be either value-weighted 

or equal1y-weighted. Following Fama and French (1993), these 6 portfolios are fon)1ed 

from the intersectíons of the two market equity and the three BE/ME groups. In other 

\\'ords, the two market equíty portforíos are represented by eíther S (smalI) or B(big), and 

the three BPJME groups are given by either L(low), or M(medium), or H(high). From 

them, \Ve ha\'e to identify the corresponding intersections before \Ve can actually calculate 

the risk [actors. 

Using the 6 intersections, we now calculate the síze factor as the weekly difference 

between the simple average of the retums on the three smalI-stock portfolios and the simple 

average of the returns on the lhree big-stock port[oIios. On lhe other hand, the BE/ME 

factor is obtained as the weekly difference bet",een the simple m'crage of lhe relurns on the 

t\\'o high-BEI~1E-stock portfolios and the simple a\',erage of the rctllrns on (he t\Vo lo\\'

BE/ME-assct portfolios. Gi\'en lhat thc basic 6 portfolios C41n be eithcr \'aluc-\\'cightcd or 

cqually-\\'cighted, our size and BE/ME risk ractors are both \'ulue-\\'cightcd und equally

22 Gí'"Cll 11wl "'e do 1101 have book cquily dala for 1989. Ihe iniLÍlIl composillOll 01 lh~sl! porlrolio~ IS ihl! 

same frolll January 1991 lo Ivlay 1992. 
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weighted risk factors. 

In the fírst place, we perfonn OLS time series regressions of the excess returns of our 

16 portfolios sorted by the relative spread and size described in the third section of this 

paper on the Fama-French factors: 

(5) 

where. 

rpt is the weekIy excess return on portfolio p; 

fml is the weekIy excess return on the market factor; 

0p is the Fama-French intercept of portfolio p; 

5MBt is the factor meant to mimic the risk factor related to size (smalI minus big); 

HMl...t is the factor meant to mimic the risk factor associated with book-to-market-equity 

(high minus 10w); 

and f3pm ' f3 psmb' and fJphml are the sensitivities to the three Fama-French factors. 

Table 4 contains the results for both value-weighted and equally-weighted risk factors. 

Several aspects of these results deserve to be mentioned. The intercepts tend to confinn that 

the usual size effect has been reversed since the beginning of the continuous market. The 

only positive and significant a corresponds to very large stocks with the smallest relative 

bid-ask spread. There are other intercepts which seem to be rather ¡arge, but none of them 

is significantly different from zero at the 5 per cent leveL Joint tests \ViII be performed later 

in the paper 

Al the same time, \Ve observe that the coefficients associated with the size factor tend to 

be positive and significant for most portfolios. Interestingly, these coefficients become 

negati\'e and significanlly different rrom zero for the t\\'o largest portfolios with relati\'ely 

smaJI bid-ask spreads. As cxpected, given the motÍ\'~tion bchind this risk factor, brge and 

highly liquid portfolios are able to hcdge the risk assoeiated \\'ilh sizc, ",hile small und 

illiquid assets are very sensilive to this factor, The magniltlde al' their eoelTicients is c"\.'en 

highcr lhan the market beta. Moreovcr, the implieations arc the salllC rcgardlcss of the 

\veighting sehcme used in the Fama-Freneh faetars. In general, this eYidel1cc suggests lhal 
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the size factor plays an important role in the pricing behavior of risky assets. 

The BPJME also plays a relevant role in the Spanish equity market. However, it does 

not seem to be as dominant as the risk factor associated with size. There are only six 

portfolios whose coefficients are positi:,e 'and significant with both weighting procedures. 

Theyare always the two smal1<?st portfolios within each bid-ask spread category. This 

suggests lhat this factor is important for small stoc!'s rather than for relatively illiquid 

assets, even after the ri~k factor has been cont:olled foro As befo re, the magnitude of the 

coefficients associated particularly with smallstocks' is v;::ry high compared with other 

portfolios. In any case, these coefficients tend to be lower than the coefficients of the size 

risk factor. At the same. time, there exists sorne evidence which may ¡ndicate that the 

BE/ME coefficients associated with large and highly liquid portfolios are negative and 

significantly different from zero. Again, these assets may hedge the risk behind the 

unobservable factor which the BE/ME is meant to mimic. 

Table 4 also reports the adjusted R-squares for the time series regressions with the 

excess market retum as the only factor. and the adjusted R-squares for the regressions with 

the Fama-French risk factors. It may safely be argued that there is a relevant improvement 

in the variability of portfolio retums explained by the Fama-French risk factors over the 

market factor. As expected, given the slopes on the size and BPJME factors, it is nol 

surprising that adding the two returns to the regressions resuIts in considerable increases in 

the R-squares. Moreover, the major impact occurs in lhe small and less liquid stocks. For 

the market alone, the average R-square for the eighl portfolios with lhe highest bid-ask 

sprcad is 0.365. Howe\'er, for lhe Fama-French factors, the R-squares are 0.519 and 

0.551 for the value-weighted and equally-weightcd cases respectively. 

Finally, except for the two largest portfolios with low bid-ask spread, adding the risk 

factors to the regressions tend to decrease the market beta. 

Given these results, we may be templed lO recommend lhe use of lhe Fama-French risk 

faclors in fUlure cvcnt sllldies, porLfolio pcrfonnancc cnlluatiol1 01' e\'cn calculutions for the 

cost of capital when using Sp::mish equily data:! . 

23 Sce ~facKinlay (1995) for illl excellclll discussioll againsl Ihis killd of llrguIllent. In his OWIl \\'ords "the 

apparelll suecess in idcntifying a bctler lllodd may ruso ha\'c comc from lillding a goou within-súmpk nI 
tllfOllgh datn-sllooping. TIle likclihood of ¡his possibiJity is incrcasl.:d by lhc faet that thc additionaI fuelOTs Iack 

thcorclica1moth'lltioll", 11 should be ¡}OinICO out that IIndill" :t rcasoll:lblc jlricill" :mcccss 01' the flUU;¡.Frcllch
, ~. 

factors in otlter eqllity markets ",orks agaillS! MacKinlay's argulllcllt. 
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Of eOUl'Se, the faet that we have found an apparent improvement in equity pricing using 

fue previous three risk factors over the traditional market model, does not imply that the 

model itself is the "correct" model. We should also test whether the intercepts in the 

regressions above are jointIy equaI to zero. We can test this restriction using either the 

Gibbons, Ross, and Shanken (1989) statistics or the GMM methodology proposed by 

MacKinlayand Riehardson (l991):!4. 

The first statistic is ~iven by: 

(T ( T - N - K») (1 -1 5....1 - ).1'" I ~·1 ...W =\ N T + r k rk o. k "'" o. k 
(6) 

which is exactly distributed as an F(N, T -N-K), where, 


T is the number of observations over time (198 in our case); 


N is the number of portfolios employed in the test (16 in this application); 


K is the number of factors (3 Fama-French risk factors); 


rk is the K-vector of factor sample means; 

. 

S is the sample maximum likelihood variance-covariance matrix of the factors; 

i is the full variance matrix of residuaIs (Ept) with T-K in the denominator; 

and O:k is the N-vector of estimates of o.p's. 

Altcmatively, therc arc two ways of testing our restriction using the GMM statistic. The 

first aIternative eonsists in eslimating the unrestricted system firsf5
• and then tcsting the null 

hypothesis that o.p = O using the unrestricted estimates. The second possibility estimates 

11rst the restricted system under the specification that G.p = O. This, of course, generates the 

weH known problem of overidentification since ",e have more equations (4N) than 

parameters (3N) to be estimated. 

In gencral, let hl(e) bc the foUo\\'ing 4NxI \'cctO¡:: 

2' These tesis may be intcrprelcd. wilhillthc COlltcxt of Grillblatt alld Tjtll1~Ul (1987). ns tcsting that there ¡s. 

OllC porúolio of lhe thrce rcfcrcncc portfolios (risk factors) Ihm is globally Illcml-\'¡uimlCC cl'ficicut. 

2S Rumung lhe regressiolls gi\'en by equatioll (5) with an intercept. 
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EN (aN ,f3 Nm • 13 Nsmb ,WNhl1u ) HML 


and let 1n'(6) be: 

T 

= ..!. ~ ht (8) 
T t=1 

fSNhml)' 

From the model gi\'en by regression (5), \\'e are able to derive the moment 

conditions. E[ht (8) =O]. Thc G:v'1M sclects un estimator, e, so that tlle cxpression 

A gT(é ) =Ois satísfied. In other \\'ords, ",e cquate to zero ccrtain linear combinatiol1s of 

lhe moment conditions. Thc optim:.ll \\'cighing l11:.ltrix c:.tn bc sho\\'n lO be gi\'cn by 

A)f. = 0'0 SO-1 wherc, 
" 
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Do 

ando 


+IJQ 


So = :¿E (h t (e) ht-T (~e)') 
't= .OC 

The GMM estimator ehas an asymptotic normal distribution with mean e and 

asymptotic variance-covariance matrix [O' o sO-loOrl. Consistent estimators of DO and 

So can easily be obtained. Thus, for the unrestricted case, the test statistic is shown to be 

constructed employing the \Vell known method for testing linear restrictions26
• Let <1>1 be the 

unrestricted GMM test statistics. Under the null hypothesis we have: 

(7) 

where, 

R = IN ® ( 100 O) 

On the other hand, for the restricted case, \Ve have, 

gT ( a = O ,11m '~slllb • ~hllll ) 

In this case, for cach oC the 16 portColios \re h:JYC 4 samplc l110mcnts bUl only thrce 

26 See MacKÍnley alld Richardsoll (1991) for dl!taÍls. 
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parameters to be estimated. Henee, we have 4N equations and 3N unknown parameters 

and the system is overidentified. The test of these rcstrietions is given by: 

(8) 

Table 5 eontains the results of applying ,the statistics abovc to our data. Moreover, the . 
tests are ron foi the val~e-weighted and equally-weig~ted Fama-Freneh faetors. The GMM 

sratisties are sealed by (T -N-K)rr to improve their' finite sample behavior. As ean be. 
appreciated from the rabIe, praeticalIy al! tests rejeet at the 10 per eent level the null 

hypothesis that the intercepts are jointly equal to zero21
• However, with the exeeption of the 

restrieted GMM statisties with value-weighted Fama-Freeh faetors, we are not able to reject 

the nuIl hypothesis at the 5 per eent level. Therefore, the resulls in Table 5 show that the 

Fama-Freneh risk faetors are not sufficient to c1earIy explain the eross-seetion of average 

returns on the 16 portfolios sorted by relative spread and size. This might potentially be an 

important result for the asset pricing model with the bid-ask spread as an additional 

"anable. Henee, \Ve next formalIy test whether these results ean be attributed to differences 

in the bid-ask spread aeross our portfolios. 

5.2 The Liquidity Prcnjum and the Fama-Freneh Risk Faetors 

Despite the faet that the evidenee reported in Seetion 4 suggests that liquidity is not 

positively prieed in the Spanish eontinuous market, at least during months olher than 

January, it should be reealled that the traditional t\\'o-stcp eross-sectional tests eontain the 

well known errors-in-mriable problem. 

As Brennan and Subrahmanyam (1994) point out, it might be advisable to p~rform 

pooled eross-seetion time series regressions of the 16 portfolio exeess returns on the eost 

of ~lliquidity measured by the bid-ask spread and the three Fama-French faetors. In this 

way, of eourse, \\'C are ablc to estimate simullaneously the coc1TícíC:1ts associated with lhe 

risk faetors and lhe liquidity premium. 

Let r bc a (16fx1) vector 01' the 16 portfolio excess retums, where T is lhe total numbcr 

of weekly obsen'utions, 198, and lhe first 16 obsermtions are the exeess rcturns 01' the 16 

porifolios during wcek 1. 

27 Similar results were found for Ihe !l.tadrid Stock Exchrulgc "nluc-wl!ighlcd indl!x. 
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We next define the following partitioned matrix: 

X= [L F1 

",here F is a (l6Tx48) matrix of the Fama-French risk factors. Thus. for each of the 

198 observations. we have three 16x16 diagonal matrices, one for each of the three Fama

French factors2B. The ~irst 16 coiumns of F repres:nt the T stacked (16x16) diagonal 

matrices with identical elements rmt, the market excess return in week 1. The second 16. 
column consists of the size factor, and the last 16 columns haye the BE/ME factor. On the 

other hand, Lis a (16[x(1+1» matrix whose first element is a vector of ones and the 

remaining 1 columns are the vectors of the lliquidity measures employed. In this section. l 

wil! be just the bid-ask spread (l equals 1). Given the evidence found previously, we do not 

inelude depth as an additionalliquidity characteristic. 

We next perform the following GLS pooled cross-section time series regressions: 

r=X~+t (9) 

where ~ is a 1+49 vector of coefficients. Note that \Ve haye 48 coefficients associated 

with the 16 portfolios and the 3 risk factors, one constant, and lhe l liquidity measures. 

AIso, t is a 16[xl veClor of errors. 

It should be pointed out that the GLS estimalor of the beta coefficients is gi\'en by: 

~ = (X' 6,1 X)-1 X' Q-l r 
(lO) 

where the matrix Q is a (16Tx16T) block diagonal malrix which can be estimated from 

the residuals of rcgression (9) whcn pcrformed by OLS. Note that fm euch wcck, the 

typical c1emcnt of Q is 16x16 \'ariance-co\'ariance mallíx of residuals from (9). 

This mcthod is applied ",ith and witho1.1t lhe relative bid-ask sprcad variable, which is 

based again on the average 01' the individual spreads m'er the pre\"Íous three 1110nths to the 

2e l'ole that (16Tx48) corrcsponds to (TxI6)x(l6x3). "'c han! 16 portfolios mld three risk factors. 
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reference week. In this case, of course, we use portfolios, so that the relative spreads 

finally employed in these regressions are taken, as in Section 1, as the equally-weighted 

average of the individual relative spreads which belong to each 01' the 16 portfolios. 

TabIe 6 contains the empirical results: The first aspect of interest to be noticed is that, 

independently of whether or not ~he liquidity variable is included and the weighting scheme 

used for the risk fa-ctors, the intercepts are positive and significant1y different from zero. 

Tlús might suggest a lac:.k of statistical power of sorne .of the tests employed in our previous 

multivanate analysis. Additionally, Table 6 suggests that th: liquidity variable, as measured 

by the relative bid-ask spread, does not eliminate the significance of the intercepts. 

This result is not sUfJ>rising given the lack of significance of the liquidity premium. As 

before, the premium over all months is negative, but not significantly different from zero. 

The magnitude of the estimated liquidity premium seems to depcnd on the weighting 

characteristics of the factors. When the Fama-French factors are obtained with value

weighted portfolios, the coefticient is quite close to the estimates reponed in TabIe 2. 

FinalIy, the pooled cross-section time series approach is also employed to provide 

further evidence regarding the seasonal behavior of the liquidity premium. In this case, we 

haye t\\'o possibilites. 1 is no\\' either t\\'o or twelve. This is to say, \\'C may eilher estimate 

the :nodel with 12 dummy variables. one for each month, or we mal' run the GLS 

regrcssions with 2 dummies which correspond to January and the rcst 01' the year. In any 

case, note tnat in each ",eek over the sample period, \\'e multipl)' each dummy variable by 

the relative bid-ask for that particular weekly observation. 

The rcsults using value-\\'eightcd Fama-French faclors are sho\\'n in Tablc 7. Again, 

the intercepts are positive and significantly different 1'rol11 zero. Morcover. the liquidity 

premium for the rest of the year is negative and significant. lt is interesling to rccall that our 

prc"Vious c"idencc indicated a negati\'e, bUl non-significant premium. Allhough nine 

months present negative coefficients, Table 7 suggesls lhal the ncgali\'e premium lS 

particularly duc to July and No\'cmbcr. On lhe otile!" hand, lhe liyuiJity prcmíul11 in January 

rcmains positi\'c but insignificantly differcnt 1'1'0111 zcr? 

This sccmingly difrercnt bch'a\'ior of lhc Iiquidity prcmiul11 lhrougholll I.he ycar is un 

empírical finding which desen'cs further rescarch, lt is 110t clcar, ho\\'c\'cr, whelher 

rcscarch should bc dircclcd to\\'ard unJ~rSI~tn"':II1U why dirlcr~nt lraJIl1~ me<.:h:ll1isl11s (with..... ., .... 

and wilhout market makers) do not secm lo impaCI 011 tlle S~~l-';\.H1al bchanor 01 lhe Iic:¡uidity 

Ilr .. 



premium. An alternative might be to íncorporate other potentíally distorting aspects of 

equity trading around the turn of the year, such as taxes or institutional trading related to 

window-dressing. 

6. Summary'and Concluslons 

Analyzing the pricing of liquidity in equity. markets should be one of the key topies in . 
financial economics. Surprisingly, few studies have directLy addressed this issue. From a 

theoretical point of view, there are only two models that explicitely relate, in a positive 

fashion, alternative measures of liquidity to expected returns~ . The issue is certainly 

difficult B&S assume a representative investor within a context where information 

asymmetry is the relevant motivation. This is clearly unsatisfactory. On the other hand, 

well known microstructure models are concerned with market dynamics and the 

endogeneous character of the order flow under asymmetric information. Unfortunately, 

these models do not connect their conclusions wilh equilibrium expected returns where 

aggregation becomes crucial. In fact, it is not even clear how to measure properly the cost 

of illiquidity. 

From our point of view, all these elements have contributed to the relatively little 

attention received by the empirical relationship bet,,"een expected returns and the cost of 

illiquidity. The small number of studies available are performed wíth measures of liquidity 

provided by market makers. Trading mechanisms driven by prices have been the focus of 

attention of this literature. It should also be recognized lhat bid-ask prices and, in general, 

data necessary for this type of research have become available quile recently. 

Our paper reports the first empirical evidence of the relationship between bid-ask prices 

and stock returns in continuous auction markets, where liquidity is provided in the absence 

of market makers. Two allernati\'e methods are employed. The t\\"o-slep cross-sectional 

approach Wilh differenl mcasurcs oC bCla and indi\·idu:.ll sccurilics f:.llhcr lh:.m porlfolios, 

and a GLS pooled cross-scclion time series ahalysis .. 

Intcrestingly, our results lcnd to coincide wilh the prc\'iotls e\'iJcnce recenl)y found in 

thc US markct. Thc liquidil)' prcmium seems lo be ncgJ.Li\"e for monLhs nLher Ihan January 

anJ. al lhe same lime, lbere CXiSIS \\'eak eridcnce oi J. POSiIÍ\'C, althúugh nOI1-s¡gnific;.¡:H. 

29 Thc papl!rs of A&.\f and B&S. 
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premium during January. We also find that, at the 10 per cent level, there exists a 

significant difference between the premium for January and the premium for the rest of the 

year. In other words, there is sorne (rather weak) evidence suggesting that the premium for 

January seems to be significantly high~r than the premium for months other than January. 

Finally, depth does not have any.explanatory power. 

The reasons behind these findings are certainly.difficult to understand. It would be 

helpful te know'whether similar empírical resu~ts occ'=.1r in the Tokyo Stock Exchange or in 

the Paris Bourse. It may be that our basic model is not \\'ell ~pecified and/or that the relative 

bid·ask spread by itself does not serve as a relevant measure of the cost of illiquidity. AIso, 

as mentioned before, other institutional aspects might be considered before reaching further 

conc1usions. Whatever the reason, all these results suggest that further research with more 

precise data and longer periods of time should certainly be encouraged. 
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TABLE 1 


Surnmary statistics for the 16 portfolios sorted by size and the average relative spread calculated over the 
previous three months. for the period January 1991-October 1994. SPlSl contains the stocks witb tbe smallest 
market capitalization within the group of stocks withthe largest relative spread, and SP4S4 contains the stocks 
with the Iargest market capitalization within the stocks witb tbe smallest relative spread. Portfolios are equally
weigbted. The relative spread of an asset i~ tbe peseta bid-ask spread divided by tbe average of the bid and ask 
prices. The spreads are based on tbe average oflbe five best-bids and tbe five best-offers ofeacb trading day. The 
value of tbe relative spreacÍ for eacb portfolio is taken as tbe equall~-weigbted average of tbe individual relative 
spreads. Average retums are obtained with weekly observations. and betas are estimated witb eitber weekly or 
quarterly retums. WeekIy betas'are also estimated by Ibe Fowler and Rorke (F-R) estimation procedure. The 
market return employed is the Madrid Stock &change Index wbich is a value-weigbted portfolio wbere the 
weigbts are based on tbe market value of eacb asset at the end of the previous year for wrucb tbe retums are 
calcu1ated. All figures represent averages over tbe full periodo 

Portfolios Average WeekIy A \'erage Relative Average Market OLS Beta F-R Beta OLS Beta 
Retuen (%) Spread (%) Value (ÑfiIlions) (\Veekly data) (\VeekIy data) (QuarterIy data) 

SPlSl 0.069 2.889 3,384 1.383 1.757 2.014 

SP1S2 0.113 2.907 8,226 1.057 1.485 1.102 

SP1S3 0.049 2.665 24,693 1.062 1.110 1.287 

SP1S4 0.206 3.349 69,259 0.884 1.202 0.941 
---------------------------~----------------------------------

SP2S1 -0.226 1.611 3,%3 1.220 1.457 1.623 

SP2S2 -0.056 l:i35 14,471 1.068 1.186 1.766 

SP2S3 0.187 1.430 37,716 1.147 1.252 0.989 

SP2S4 0.132 1.644 99,059 1.162 1.234- 0.899 
--------_... _----_...._---------------------------------_......""---------_..._----....._----
SP3S1 -0.15-1. 1.105 17,520 1.410 1.817 1.831 

SP3S2 0.021 1.150 38.267 1.424 1.528 1.915 

SP3S3 -0.039 1.118 87,382 1.186 1.5-1.7 1.776 

SP3S4 0.344- 0.890 24-1-,588 1.130 1.152 1.193 
-----------------....._---_... _------_.._----------------------_...... _--_...._-----_..... _
SP4S1 0.209 0.390 93.204 1.381 1.550 1.652 

SP4S2 0.222 0.313 193,573 0.950 0.934 0.893 

SNS3 0.225 0.4-1-8 460,137 0.997 0.965 0.864 

SNS4 0.384 0.044 878,573 1.039 0.923 0.914 



" I 

----------------------------------------------------

TABLE 2 

Estimates of coefficients for the two-step cross-sectional regressions of weekly retums for individual stocks. 198 
cross-sectional regressions are ron from January 1991 to October 1994. Tbe sample of stocks goes from 59 
securities at the beginning of the period to 70 stocks at the end of the period. Tbe relative spread of an asset is 
the peseta bid-ask spr.ead divided by the average of the bid and ask prices. Tbe spreads are based on the average of 
the five best-bids and the five best-offers of each trading day. Tbe individual relative spreads employed in the 
cross-sectionaJ regressions are caJcuIated aver the three months previous to the week for wbich the regressions 
are performed. Tbe depth Ís the number of shares available at eac~ price. again as the average of the five best 
selling and buying positions in the market dllring each trading day. Depth is also taken as the average over the 
previous three months. Betas are estimated using the fuIl-period betas of the 16 portfolios sorted by sire and the 
average relative spread. FuIl-period portfolio betas are estiniated wilh either weekly or quarterly returns. FuIl
perlod weekly betas are also estimated by the Fowler and Rorke (F-R) estimation procedure. Stocks are assigned . 
fue beta of the portfolio they are in during the previous week for wbich the cross-sectional regressions are runo 
Estimates reported are the time-series average of the 198 coefficients obtained throughout the cross-sectional 
regressions. Robust standard errors are employed to caJcu1ate the t-státistics reported. 

(A) Rtt = YO + 1'1 ~it + 12 SPit + Uít ; i = 1 ..... 70. t = 1•....198 

(B) Rtt = YO + 1'1 13it + Y2 SPit + Y3 DPit 112 + Uit; i = 1 ..... 70 • t =1 •...• 198 

where SPit is the relati\'e spread of each stock during each week. aud DPit indicates depth 

REGRESSION (A)21 REGRESSION (B)21 

V ariabl eH F-R Betas Weekly Betas Quarterly Betas F-R Betas Weekly Betas Quarterly Betas 

Panel A: FuII Test Period: Jalluary 1991-0ctober 1994 

Constant 0.565 0.803 0.535 0.585 0.810 0.531 
(2.21) (2.12) (2.50) (1.91) (1.96) (2.05) 

-0.279 -0.493 -0.244 -0.293 -0.503 -0.242 
(-1.23) (-134) (-1.66) (-1.27) (-136) (-1.64) 

-5.116 -7.437 -5.529 -5.227 -7.421 -5.624 
(-0.70) (-0.94) (-0.74) (-0.65) (-0.86) (-0.69) 

Dcpth -0.00003 0.00002 -0.00002 
(-O.03) (0.02) (-0.02) 

Panel B: January 

Constant 0.418 -0.023 1.222 0.303 0.019 1.125 
(0.52) (-0.02) (1.95) (031) (0.01) (1.58) 

ECIa 1.481 1.956 0.786 1.397 1.782 0.712 
(1.87) (1.45) (1.49) (1.72) (132) (135) 

SprcOO: 22.987 30.549 28.017 26.263 32.871 31.023 
(0.99) (130) (1.19) ( 1.05) (1.29) (1.23) 

Deplh 0.0029 0.0021 0.002';' 
(0.89) (0.65) (0.79) 

---_._-------------_.............._-_.._-_......_--_ .. _-------......--..-..
__... _-----------_..... __..... -----_.....----------..... 
lt Al! figures in percelltages' 
2/TIle Fowler-Rorke (F-R) estimaÚOll procedure is mn with weck1)" retums. TIle weekly and quarterly betas are 
ULS eSuOlatcs 

.¡¡ 
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TABLE 2 (continuation) 

Estimates oC coefficients Cor the two-step cross-sectional regressions oC weekly retums Cor individual stocks. 198 
cross-sectional regressions are ron Crom January 1991 to October 1994. The sample oC stocks goes Crom 59 
securities at the beginning oC tbe period to 70 stocks at the end oC the periodo The relative spread oC an asset is 
the peseta bid-ask spread divided by the average oC the bid and ask price5. The spreads are based on the average oC 
the five best-bids and the five best-oCCers oC each trading day. The individual relative spreads employed in the 
cross-sectional regressions are calculated over the three months previous to the week Cor which the regressions 
are performed. The depth is the number oC shares available at each Price. again as the average of the five best 
selling and buying positions in the market during each trading day. Depth;5 also taken as the average over the 
previous three months. Betas are estimated using the full-period betas oC fue 16 portfolios sorted by size and the 
average relative spread. Full-period portfolio betas are estimated with either weekly or quarterly returns. Full
period weekIy betas are also estimated by che Fowler and Rorke (P-R) estimation procedure. Stocks are assigned 
the beta of the portfolio theyare in during the previous week for which the cross-sectional regressions are runo 
Estimates reported are the time-series average of the 198 coefficients obtruned throughout tbe cross-sectional 
regressions. Robust standard errors are employed to calculate the t-statistics reported. 

(A) R¡t =YO + Yl ~it + Y2 SPit + Uit ; i = 1•...•70. t =1•...•198 

(B) R¡t = YO + Yl ~it + Y2 SPit + Y3 DPil
1l2 + uit ; i =1•...•70. t = 1 ..... 198 

where SPit is fue relative spread of each stock during each week. and DPil inrucates depth 

REGRESSION (A)21 REGRESSION (B)21 

Variable1 ' F-R Betas Weekly Betas Quarterly Betas F-R Betas Weékly Betas Quarterly Betas 

Panel C: Non-January 

Constant 0.580 0.886 0.466 0.613 0.890 0.471 
(2.15) (2.25) (2.06) (1.90) (2.07) (1.71) 

Beta -0.455 -0.738 -0.347 -0.462 -0.731 -0.337 
(-1.95) (-1.95) (-230) (-1.95) (-1.93) (-2.23) 

Spreal -7.926 -11.236 -8.884 -8.376 -11.450 -9.288 
(-1.03) (-135) (-1.13) (-1.00) (-1.26) (-1.08) 

Depth -0.0003 -0.0002 -0.0003 
(-0.29) (0.16) (-0.24) 

11 AH figures in pcrcentages 
2/111e Fowler-Rorke (P-R) cstilllalÍon procédurc is nm with weckly rclums.111c wcckly aud quanerly betas are 
OLS estimates 
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TABLE 3 
Seasonal differences between the esumates of coefficlents for (be two-step cross-sectional regressions of weekIy 
retums for individual stocks. 198 cross-sectional regressions are ron from January 1991 to October 1994. The 
sample oC stocks goes Crom 59 securities al the beginning oC the period lo 70 stocks at lbe end oC the periodo 
!he relative spread oC an asset is the peseta bid-ask spread divided by the average oC the bid and ask prices. The 
spreads are based on the average oC the five best-bids and the five best-oCCers oC each trading day. The individual 
Telative spreads employed in the cross-sectional regressions are caIculated over the three months previous to the 
week Coe which the regressions are perfo~ed.The depth is the number oC shares available al each price, again as 
the average oC the five best se1ling arid buying positions in the market during eacb trading day. Depth is also 
taken as the average over fue previous three montbs. Betas are esümated using the full-period betas oC tbe 16 
portfolios sorted by size and lbe average reiative spread. Full-period portfolio betas are estimated wilb either 
weekIy 01 quarterly eetums. Full-period weekIy betas me also ~timated by the Fowler and Rorke (F-R) 
estimation procedure. Stocks are assigned the beta oC tbe portfolio tbey are in during tbe previous week Coe 
which the cross-sectional regressions are runo The weekIy estimates oC tbesí: cross-sectional regressions. rO' r l' 

"1'2' and 13 are used as dependent variables in the Collowing regressions: 

i'jt=a+bDt+wjt: j=O,l.2,3 

wbere Dt is a dummy variable which is equal to 1 iC tbe week belongs to months other tIlan January and O 

otberwise. a represents tbe average of the y coefficlent dwing January, and b is fue difference between tbe rest of 
the year and January. Robust standard errors are employed 10 caIculate the t-statistics reported. 

DIFFERENCES BEIWEEN THE REST OF THE YEAR ANO JANUARY 
---------,-------------- 

Panel A: Cross-sectional regressions with a constant, beta, and the spread as indepcndent variables 

VarjablJ' F-R Betas2/ WeekIy Beta?/ Quarterly Betas21 F-R Betas WeekIy Betas Quarterly Betas 

JANUARY DIFFERENCES RELATIVE TO JANUARY 
.---------_.._---_..__............_.._--..-----...---.._-------.......---------------...-_... _........_..--


Constant 	 0.418 -0.023 1.222 0.162 0.910 -0.755 

(0,52) (-0.02) (1.95) (0.19) (0.64) (-1.13) 


Beta 	 1.481 1.956 0.786 -1.937 -2.694 -1.133 
(1.87) (1.45) (1.49) (-235) (-1.92) (-2.06) 

Sprea1 22.987 30.549 28.017 -30.914 -41.784- -36.901 
(0.99) (130) (1.19) (-1.26) (-1.68) (-1.49) 

Panel B: Cross-sectional regressiolls with a constan!. beta. spread. and depth as illdepcndent variables 

VariablJI F-R Betas WeekIy Betas Quarterly Betas F-R Betas Weekly Betas Quarterly Betas 

JAl\TUARY DlFFERENCES RELATIVE TO JAt-.'UARY 


Constant 	 0.303 0.019 1.125 0.310 0.870 -0.6,5,; 
(031) (0.01) (1.58) (030) (0.58) (-0.85) 

l3cta 	 1.397 1.782 0.712 -1.859 -2.51-1- -1.O-t.9 
(1.72) (132) (135) (-2.20) (-1.79) (-1.92) 

Sprea1 26.263 32.871 31.023 -3-1-.640 -4-'.321 -40311 

(LOS) (1.29) (1.23) (-132) (-1.6+) (-1.51) 


Th.l,t11 0.0029 0.0021 0.0024 -0.0032 -0.0022 -0.0027 

(0.89) (0.65) (0.79) (-0.9-1-) (-0.67) {-O.82l 

11 Al! figures jn percentages 

1/ The Fo\\'l~r·Rorkc (F·R) eslÍmation pr<lcedure is run \\'¡Ih lI'eeldy rctums. The weekly and quarterll' hcla~ are OLS estima!c~ 




--

TABLE 4 
Estimates of coefficients for tbe time series regressions of tlle 16 portfolio relums on one constant, and lbe tbree 
Fama-French risk factors. Regressions witb weekIy data are run from January 1991 to October 1994. The 16 
portfolios are sorted by size and the average relative spread calculaled Ol'er the previous tbrec montbs. Porúolios 
are equally-weigbted. The relative spread of an asset is the peseta bid-ask spread divided by the average of the bid 
and ask prices. The spreads are based on tbe average of the five best-bids and tbe five best-offers of eacb trading 
day. The value of tbe relative spread for each portfolio is taken as the eqtW.lly-weighted average of the individual 
relative spreads. The coefficients are estimated witb tbe tbree Fama-French risk factors where two of tbe factors 
are calculated from 3 book-to-market eqliity portfolios, and 2 market value porúolios. These t\Vo factors are 
calcu1ated by using botb válue-weigbted and equally-weighted portfolios of individual stocks. The market factor 
is the excess retum oC the Madrid Stock Exchange Index wlúch is a value-weighted portfolio. Robust to 
heterocedasticity standard errors are employed to report .the statistical siguificance of the coefficients. The 
regressions are given by: 

rpt =a p + f3pm rmt + f3sizeFFsize,t + f3bookFFtiook,t + Ept 

,,:here rpt is tbe excess retum of portfolio p; r mt is tbe eltcess return of tbe market factor, FFsize,t is tIte Fama

French factor associated witb size, and FFbook,t is the Fama-French factor associated witb book-to-market 

eqw~ , 

Fama-French Factors 01alue-weighted)1J Fama-Frencb Factors (EqtW.lly-weighted)lJ 

Portfolios 0p ~pm 

-_... _---_......-_.....-.._...... - ...........................-.........-_............__.......--_...._..........._----_..__......-.......__.. _.. _--...-----_....._--_ .._----_......-----..-.....-..__........--........-_..
SPlS1 0.113 1.187"' 1.294"' 0.825· 0.28 0.50 0.231 1.166"' 1.456"' 0.868'" 0.28 0.65 

SP1S2 0.078 0.920"' 0.884"' 0.616· 0.27 0.44 0.142 0.932"' 0.882"' 0.478* 0.27 0.48 

SP1S3 0.031 0.962* 0.799* 0.024 0.39 0.58 0.085 1.029* 0·751· -0.10..t 0.39 0.55 

SP1S4 0.14v 0.803'" 0.613· 0.141 0.33 0.45 0.171 0.845* 0.538· 0.043 0.33 0.43 
...-..................-...................... -..__.....-_............---..........._....................__ ..........---.......-_............---....................-............................-_..................._--............_-.............-......-........---_.............-.........-...
SP2S1 -0.20;) 1.049· 1.191· 0.644* 0.26 0.47 -0.097 1.021 * 1.347· 0.815· 0.26 0.64 

SP2S2 -0.076 0.935· 0.910* 0.442* 0.32 0.52 -0.017 0.972* 0.862* 0.280* 0.32 0.53 

SP2S3 0.127 1.074* 0.547* 0.139 0.51 0.60 0.136 1.114'" 0.404· 0.056 0.51 0.56 

SP2S4 0.031 1.120* 0.292* 0.159 0.56 0.59 0.011 1.141 • 0.113 0.104 0.56 0.57 
........ _--.............._-........ ---...................-_.............-........................... -.. _..... _-.._...................-..._.............-................. _....-............-.........._-_............-_ ..._...._..........--_........-- .........---.........._-......... 

SP3S1 -0.158 1.278* 0.880· 0.462* 0.50 0.67 -0.126 1.317* 0.731* 0.307· 0.50 0.64 

SP3S2 0.012 1.343* 0.682· -0.055 0.60 0.71 0.O..t4 1.414* 0.575· -0.174* 0.60 0.67 

SP3S3 -0.135 1.153'" 0.269· 0.010 0.61 0.63 -0.147 1.190'" 0.114 -0.073 0.61 0.61 

SP3S4 0.209 1.126* 0.041 -0.019 0.67 0.67 0.199 1.138· -0.021 -0.048 0.67 0.67 
_...""' .. --_.._- ....._......---.........--..........-...........-...._-_ ........ --_.....................-- ........._... -.................................._-- .........................._..........................-"' ... ""........ -......-................_--...............-_....... 

SNSl 0.113 1.339* 0.266· 0.264· 0.71 0.73 0.092 1.344" 0.10: 0.229" O.7i 0.72 

SP4S2 0.067 0.939* 0.035 0.120" 0.67 0.67 - 0.0,55 0.938" -0.027 0.089 0.67 0.67 

SNS3 0.056 1.012" -0.111 * -0.032 0.78 0.79 0.044 1.001" -0.117" 0.019 0.78 0.79 

SP4S4 0.202" 1.068'" ·0.219 x -0.012" 0.84 0.87 0.206" 1.0-+8- -0.125" -0015 0.8.! 0.85 

L The (t's are rcportcd in pcrccntag.:s. R:? (m) and R:2 (Fr.):."; ... <! adJu!'.«;ú R-~quarcs lor ¡he tim.: series rcgn!$$ions \\1111 


thc cxcess rcturn of the markct as the onI)' factor. and tI:e ~";;:¡;;I.:J R-squartls IUf the time seric$ rcgrcssiol1$ \\1th the 

Fama-Freneh factors respectively. 




TABLE 5 

Mean-variance efficiency tests with 16 portfolios SOrlOO by size and the average reJative spread caIculatOO over 
the previous three montbs, Cor the perlod January 1991-0ctober 1994. Portfolios are equally-weighted. The 
relative spread oC an asset is the peseta bia-ask spread divided by the average oC the bid and ask prlces. The 
spreads are based 00 Ihe avérage of Ihe five best-bids and the five best-offers oC each trading day. The value of the 
relative spread for each portfolio is takeo as the equally-weigbted average of the iodividual relative spreads. 
Statistics are obtained with weekly observations.1hree test.statistios are presentOO below: the F-test statistic oC 
Gibbons. Ross. and Shankeo. and the restrictOO and unrestrictOO versioos oC the GMM statistics suggested by 
MacKinley and Richardsoo. lo the G'MM tests, the statistics are sca1ed by (T-N-K)rr to improve their finite 
sample behavior. The three test statistics are based on a's estimated with the three Fama-French risk factors 
where two of the factors are ca1culatOO from 3 book-to-market equity portfolios. and 2 market value portfolios. 
These two factors are ca1culatOO by using both value-weightOO and equally-weightOO portColios of individual 
stocks. The market Cactor is the excess return oC the Madrid Stock E1;.change Index, which is a value-weighted 
portfolio. p-value in parenthesis. 

Statistics Fama-French Faclors (Value-weighted) Fama-French Factors (EquaIly-wcightOO) 

F-test (W)1I 1.4979 1.5693 
(0.1043) (0.0810) 

Unrestrlcted G~1 ($1)21 	 2-1..5270 24.6779 

(0.0786) 	 (0.0757) 

RestrlctOO G~1.\1 ($2)3/ 	 27.1493 25.3214 
(0.0399) (0.0644) 

11 Under the null hypothesis distributOO F16,179 

21 Under the oull bypothesis asymptotically distributed X216' It does 001 include the rcstrictiOllS ~ = Oin the 

modeJ 

31 Under the null hypothesis asymptotica1ly distributed X216.1I ¡neludes lhe restricLÍolls <l¡J = Oiu the modcJ 



TABLE 6 

Estimates oC coefficients Cor the GLSpooled cross-section time series regressions oC the 16 portfolio retums on 
a constant, the three Famá-French risk Cactors, and the"relative bid-ask spread as fue mensure oC the cast oC 
illiquidity. Regressions with weekly data ai:e run Crom January 1991 to October 1994. The 16 portfolios are 
sorted by size and the average relative spread calculated over the pie,vious three months. Portfolios are equally
weighted. lhe relative spread oC an asset is the peseta bid-ask spread divided by the average oC fue bid and ask 
pri~. lhe spreads are based on the average oC the five best-bids and the five best-offers oC each trading day. lhe 
value oC the relative spread Cor each portfolio is taken as the equally-weighted average oC fue individual relative 
spreads. lhe coefficients are estimated with the three Fama-French risk Cactors where two oC the factors are 
calculated from 3 book-to-market equity portfotios. and 2 market value portroBos. lhese two factors are 
calculated by using both value-weighted and equally-weighted portfolios oC individual stocks. The market factor 
is the excess retum of the Madrid Stock Exchange Index which is a value-weighted portfolio. t-statistics in 
parentheses. 

GLS REGRESSIONS \vlrnour SPREAD GLS REGRESSIONS Wlrn SPREAD 

F-F Factors (VW) F-F Factors (EW) F-F Factors (VW) F-F Factors (BV) 

Constant (a's) 0.100 0.113 0.135 0.124 
(3.87) (4.42) (351) (3.41) 

Sprea:I -4.300 -1.330 
(-1.21) (-0.43) 

11 AH figures in percentages. The cocfficicnts of fue Fama-French Cactors are not rcportcd to save space 



------------------------------------------------------
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TABLE 7 


Seasonal estimates of coefficients for the GLS pooled cross-section time series regressiolls of the 16 portfolio 
retoros on a constant, the three Fama-Frencb risk factors, and seasonal dumnues for each mOllth of tlle year 
multiplied by tbe relative bid-ask spread of each portfolio as the measure of the cost of il1iquidity. Regressions 
with weekIy data are run from January 1991 lo October 1994. The 16 portfolios are sorted by size and tbe 
average relative spread calcu1aled over the previous tllfee months. Portfolios are equally-weighted. TIle re1ative 
spread of an asset is the peseta bid-ask spread divided by the average of (he bid and ask prices. The spreads are 
based on tbe average of tbe five best-bids and (be five best-offers of each tradillg day. The value of the relative 
spread for eacb portfolio 'is taken as the equally-weigbted a\'era,ge of tbe indh'idual relative spreads. The 
c.oefficienls are estimated witb the three Fama-French risk faclors where t\\'o of the factors are calculated from 3 
book-to-market equity portfolios, and 2 market value portfolios. These (\Vo factors áre calculated by using botb 
value-weighted and equally-weighted portfolios of individual stocks. TIle market factor is lbe excess retum of the 
Madrid Stock Exchange Index, whichis a value-weighled portfolio. t-statistics in parentheses. 

GLS REGRESSIONS WITH GLS REGRESSIONS WITH 
JA1\TUARY A..'TD REST-OF-TIIE-YEAR SEASONALS MONTHLY SEASONALS 

Fama-French Factors (VW) Fama-French Factors (VW) 

Constant (a's) 0.143 0.140 
(3.71) (3.59) 

Spread January 6.770 6.530 
(1.00) (0.98) 

Spread Rest of the Ycar -13.500 
(-1.92) 

Spread February -5.570 
(-0.72) 

Spread March -5.460 
(-0.63) 

Spre.ld April -3.200 
(-0.35) 

SpreadMay 1.050 
(O.ll) 

SpreadJune 10.990 
(1.07) 

SpreadJuly -18.690 
(-1.99) 

Spread August -8.930 
(-1.00) 

Spread September -6.390 
(-0.76) 

Spread October -8.950 
(-UD) 

Spread ~o\'t~mber -16.960 
(-1.79) 

Spread December -8.480 
(-1.03) 

------------------------  ___ ~_________________________ ______________________________ w __________________________ _ 

lJ AH fi,gun:s ill pcrcclltagcs. 111C cocfficients oC thc Frulla-Fn:nch fm:lors ¡¡fC 1101 repOrled lo Sl\\'e spacc 


